Alert buttons:
Lightweight, portable, and battery operated

Location beacons:
Plug-in or battery-powered devices in all areas of coverage, designed to conserve outlets

Access point:
Transmits the location of alert with respect to the closest location beacon

Gateway:
Uses reliable AT&T LTE network to push data to the cloud and send alerts

AT&T Staff Alert architecture delivers a comprehensive alert solution.

Mobile and precise:
- App uses Bluetooth and automatic location
- Location beacon with Bluetooth and competition
- Uses 99.9% reliable US network

Convenient and easy to use:
- Designed for hotel staff and desk/housekeeping
- Designed with hotel staff for comfortable design and reducing false alarms

AT&T Staff Alert works in hotel rooms and beyond:
In addition to keeping your staff secure, it can also assist with monitoring the following:

Building management:
- Safety alerts
- Building energy monitoring
- Lighting
- AC control based on room activity
- Weather monitors
- Air quality

Hotel equipment tracking:
- Crib and rollaway bed location
- Room service tray
- Luggage carts
- Cleaning carts
- Kitchen equipment

In addition to keeping your staff secure, it can also assist with monitoring the following:

Hospitality workers face unique security challenges
9 out of 10 hospitality workers have experienced or witnessed sexual harassment.
96% of hotel staff said they would feel safer with a panic button

Help keep hotel staff and valuable assets safe
A wireless alert button can help
A T& T Staff Alert is an Internet of Things (IoT) solution providing workers an easy-to-use security device. It operates as a personal panic button for use in emergencies to summon help to rooms and common areas.

Help protect workers and valuable property with AT&T Staff Alert

To learn more about AT&T Staff Alert, contact your account manager or visit att.com/staff-alert.
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